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or 2) Nˆ t ≤ N ∗ . That criterion and parameters F ∗ , M ∗ , N ∗ assign method of constructing sample decision
function.
In order to estimate the presented method quality we do statistical modeling. The average of the criterion of
sample decision function on samples of fixed size m F (c ) = EVN F (c , f ) is estimated for fixed nature strategy.

Conclusion
An approach to solving the problem of heterogeneous multivariate variable recognition with respect to the sample
size was considered in this paper. The solution of this problem was assigned by means of presented criterion.
The universality of the logical decision function class with respect to presented criterion makes the possible to
introduce a measure of distribution complexity and solve this problem for small sample size. For the nature
strategy and the class of logical decision function the criterions properties are presented by means of statements
and consequences for pattern recognition problem. The relationship of the m F (c ) = EVN F (c , f ) estimate with
respect to decision function class complexity for fixed nature strategy complexity demonstrates the method
quality.
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Abstract: The problem of decision functions quality in pattern recognition is considered. An overview of the
approaches to the solution of this problem is given. Within the Bayesian framework, we suggest an approach
based on the Bayesian interval estimates of quality on a finite set of events.
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Introduction
In the problem of decision functions quality analysis, one needs to find a decision function, not too distinguishing
from the optimal decision function in the given family, provided that the probability distribution is unknown, and
learning sample has limited size. Under optimal decision function we shall understand such function for which the
risk (the expected losses of wrong forecasting for a new object) is minimal. In particular, the following questions
should be solved at the analysis of the problem.
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a) With what conditions the problem has a decision?
b) How the quality of decision function can be evaluated most exactly on learning sample?
c) What principles should be followed at the choice of decision function (in other words, what properties must
possess a class of decision functions and learning algorithm) under the given sample size, dimensionality
of variable space and other information on the task?
The principle possibility to decide the delivered problem is motivated by the following considerations. Firstly, for
the majority of real tasks of forecasting on statistical information it is possible to expect a priori the existence of
certain more or less stable mechanism being the basis of under study phenomena. Secondly, it is possible to
expect that available empirical information in one or another degrees reflects the functioning of this unknown
mechanism. Thirdly, it is required for the successful solution that the class of decision functions and learning
algorithm should possess certain characteristics, on which will be said below.

Basic Approaches
A number of different approaches to the solution of the problem can be formulated. In experimental approaches
[1] (one-hold-out, bootstrap, cross-validation) the data set is divided on learning sample (for decision function
finding) and test sample (for evaluation of quality of the decision function) repeatedly. The performance of the
given method for decision function construction is then evaluated as the average quality on test samples. The
shortcoming of this approach is its computational expensiveness.
Probabilistic approach is based on the preliminary estimation of the distribution law. A learning problem can be
solved if this law can be reconstructed from the empirical data. The given approach can be used only when
sufficiently large a priori information on the distribution is available. For instance, it is possible to show that the
problem of distribution density reconstruction from the empirical data is in general an ill-posed problem [2].
Two directions within the framework of this approach are known. The first one deals with the asymptotic
properties of learning algorithms. In [3], the asymptotic evaluations of quality for such methods as a K-nearest
neighbor rule, minimum Euclidean distance classifier, Fisher's linear discriminant etc are given.
The second direction takes into account the fact that the size of learning sample is limited. This approach uses
the principles of multivariate statistical analysis [4] and restricts the set of probabilistic models for each class, for
instance, assumes the Gauss distribution low. The determined types of decision functions (for instance, linear or
quadratic; perceptron) are considered.
Vapnik and Chervonenkis [2] suggested an alternative approach to the solution of the given problem (''statistical
learning theory''). This approach is distribution-free and can be applied to arbitrary types of decision functions.
The main question is ''when minimization of empirical risk leads to minimization of true unknown risk for arbitrary
distribution?''. The authors associate this question and the question of existence of the uniform convergence of
frequencies to probabilities on the set of events related to the class of decision functions. The fundamental
notions of growing function, entropy, VC-dimension that characterize the difficulty of decision functions class are
suggested. It is proved that the frequency converges to probability uniformly if and only if the amount of entropy
per element of sample converges to zero at the increase of sample length. As far as these evaluations are
received for the worst case, on the one hand they are distribution-independent, but on the other hand give too
pessimistic results. In [5] the notion of efficient VC-dimension is offered, which is dependent from distribution.
With this notion, the authors managed to perfect greatly the accuracy of evaluations.
Within the framework of statistical learning theory the structured risk minimization method was suggested. The
idea of the method consists in consequent consideration of classes of decision functions, ranked on growth of
their complexity. The function minimizing empirical risk in the corresponding class and simultaneously giving the
best value for guaranteed risk is chosen. Support vectors machine [6] uses an implicit transformation of data to
the space of high dimensionality by means of the given kernel function. In this space, a hyperplane maximizing
the margin between support vectors of different classes is found. It is proved that the main factor influences the
risk is not the dimensionality of the space but margin width.
In ''PAC-learning'' approach [7,8] (''Probably Approximately Correct''; developed within the framework of
computational learning theory) the complexity of learning algorithm is taken into consideration. It is required that
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learning algorithm, with probability not smaller than η finding the decision function for which the probability of
mistake does not exceed ε, has time of work polynomially depended on sample size, complexity of class of
decision functions, and on values 1/η, 1/ε. The existence of such algorithms for some classes of recognition
decision functions is proved, for instance, for conjunctions of Boolean predicates, linear decision functions, some
types of neural networks, decision trees.
Statistical and computational learning theories suggest the worst-case analysis. From standpoints of statistical
decision theory, their evaluations are of minimax type. However it is possible to use the average-case analysis
(in Bayesian learning theory) for which it is necessary to define certain priory distribution (either on the set of
distribution parameters or on the set of decision functions) and to find the evaluations at the average [9,10]. The
main task is to find the decision function for which a posterior probability of error is minimal. As a rule, the finding
of such function is computationally expensive, so the following rule of thumb can be used. Instead of optimum
decision function search, less expensive function which is close (under determined conditions) to optimum is
found. An example is minimum description length principle (minimizing the sum of the code length describing the
function and the code length describing the data misclassified by this function). Another example is maximum a
posterior probability function. From the other hand, the estimations can be done by statistical modeling (Markov
Chain Monte Carlo method).
The main problem at the motivation of the Bayesian approach is a problem of choice of a priori distribution. In the
absence of a priori information, it is possible to follow Laplace principle of uncertainty, according to which uniform
a priori distribution is assumed. If the uncertainty in the determining of a priory distribution presents, the robust
Bayesian methods can be applied.
Bayesian learning theory was used for discrete recognition problem [10], for decision trees learning algorithms
[11] etc. Within the Bayesian framework, the case of one discrete variable is mostly suitable for analytical
calculations. Hughes [10] received the expression for the expected probability of recognition error depending on
sample size and the number of values of the variable. It was shown that for the given sample size, an optimum
number of values exists for which the expected probability of error takes minimum value. Lbov and Startseva [12]
received the expressions for the expected misclassification probability for the case of available additional
knowledge about the probability of mistake for the optimum Bayes decision function. In [13-16] this approach was
generalized for arbitrary class of decision functions defined on a finite set of events. The expert knowledge about
the recognition task is taken into account. Below we give the summary of the obtained results:
a) The functional dependencies are obtained between the quality of an arbitrary method of decision functions
construction and learning sample size, number of events [14,16].
b) The theoretical investigation of empirical risk minimization method is done [14,15].
c) The posterior estimates of recognition quality for the given decision function are found (with respect to
number of events, empirical risk, sample size) [13].
d) New quality criteria for logical decision functions are suggested on the basis of above mentioned results.
An efficient method for classification tree construction is proposed [15].
e) New methods are suggested for the following data mining tasks: regression analysis, cluster analysis,
multidimensional heterogeneous time series analysis and rare events forecasting [15].

Main Definitions
Let us consider a pattern recognition problem with K≥2 classes, input features X1,X2,…,Xn and output feature Y
with domain DY={1,…,K}. Denote Di as a set of values of feature Xi, i=1,…,n. Suppose that the examples from
n

general sample are extracted by chance, therefore the features Y, Xi are random. A function f : ∏ Di → DY is
i =1

called the decision function. A special kind of the decision function is a decision tree T. The decision function is
built by the random sample of observations of X and Y (learning sample). Let learning sample be divided into two
parts. The first part is used to design decision tree T, and the second part to prune it. Let T pr be a pruned
decision tree. During the pruning process, one or more nodes of T can be pruned. By numbering the leaves of a
tree, we can reduce the problem to one feature X. The values of this feature are coded by numbers 1,…,j,…, M,
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where M is number of leaves (“events”, “cells”). Let p ij be the probability of joint event “X=j,Y=i”. Denote a priori
probability of the i-th class as pi. It is evident that Σipi=1, Σjpij=pi. Let N be sample size, nij be a frequency of
K
) .
falling the observations of i-th class into the j-th cell. Denote s = (n11, n12 ,..., n1K , n12 ,..., nM
~
j = 1...M , i = 1...K . Let N be a number of errors on learning sample for the given decision function.

Let us consider the family of models of multinomial distributions with a set of parameters Θ = {θ } ,
where θ = ( p11 , p12 ,..., p1K , p12 ,..., p MK ) , p ij ≥ 0, ∑ p ij = 1, In applied problems of recognition, vector θ
i, j

(defining the distribution law of a recognition task) is usually unknown. We use the Bayesian approach: suppose
that random vector Θ = ( P11 ,..., P1K , P21 ,..., PMK ) with known priory distribution p(θ ) is defined on the set of
parameters. We shall suppose that Θ is subject to the Dirichlet distribution (conjugate with the multinomial
1
d l −1
distribution): p (θ ) = ∏ ( plj ) j , where d lj > 0 are some given real numbers expressing a priori
Z l, j
knowledge about distribution of Θ , l=1,… ,K , j=1,…, M , Z is normalizing constant. For instance, under
d lj ≡ 1 we shall have uniform a priori distribution ( p (θ ) ≡ const ) that can be used in case of a priori uncertainty

in the specification of a class of recognition tasks. The value M will be called the complexity of decision function
class.
Let K=2, d lj ≡ d for all l,j, where d>0 is a parameter. Thus we assume that there is no a priori information on the
preferences between events, however a priori distribution is not uniform ( d ≠ 1 ). For the fixed vector of
parameters θ , the probability of error for the Bayesian classifier fB is: Pf B (θ ) = ∑ min{ p1j , p 2j } . In [16], the
j

expected probability of error EPf B (Θ) was found, where the averaging is done over all random vectors Θ with
distribution density p(θ ) :
Theorem 1 [16]. EPf B (Θ) = I 0,5 (d + 1, d ) , where I x ( p, q) is Beta distribution function.

The value d allows to express expert’s knowledge about the expected degree of the “intersection” between
patterns. For example, if d is small, then it is assumed that the recognition tasks with small probability of error are
more probable to appear.

The choice of optimal complexity of the decision function class
Let μ* denotes the minimum empirical error minimization method: f= μ*(s), where f is classifier from the given
class Φ, s is learning sample. Consider the expected probability of error for this method:
EPμ * = EΘ, S Pμ *( S ) (Θ) , where the averaging is done over all random vectors Θ and samples S.
Proposition 1. EPμ * =

N !M
∑
(2 Md ) ( N +1) s1

(2 Md − 2d ) ( n1 ) d

d

( n11 ) ( n12 )
(d

n1!n11!n12 !

+ min{n11 , n12 }) ,

where x(n) denotes multiplication x(x+1)…(x+n-1), operator ∑ denotes the summation over all vectors
s1

s1 = (n11 , n12 )

such that

n11

+ n12

≤N.

The proof directly follows from the results given in [16].
Let us form the sequence of classes with the increasing complexities M=1,2,…,Mmax. When increasing the
complexity of the class, it is naturally to expect that the averaged probability of error EPf B (Θ) also changes.
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For M=1 this value is maximal since the decision is made on a priori probabilities of classes only. When M
increases, the value EPf B (Θ) usually monotonously decreases (converges to zero when the class is formed by
partition of real variables space). Herewith under small values of M the complication of class, as a rule, causes
the meaningful reduction of EPf B (Θ) , but under the large values of M the effect of the complication is less
noticeable. Let us denote the expected probability of error through EPB(M), the corresponding value of Dirichlet
parameter through dM, the expected probability of error through Pμ * ( N , M , d M ) .
P

Figure 1.
The choice of specific values d1,d2,…,dMmax (or corresponding values EPB(1), EPB(2), …,EPB(Mmax) should be
done with use of expert knowledge. It is possible to offer, for instance, the following way. Consider a model of the
dependency of EPB(M) from M (power or exponential), as well as edge values EPB(1), EPB(Mmax). Then in
accordance to Proposition 1, the vales d1,d2,…,dMmax are calculated. Hereinafter the set of expected probabilities
of error is calculated for different values M.
Fig. 1 shows the example of the dependencies between the expected misclassification probability and M for the
model EPB ( M ) = ( EPB (1) − EPB ( M max )) exp(−0,75( M − 1)) + EPB ( M max ) , M=2,3,…,Mmax–1, Mmax=20,
EPB(1)=0,4, EPB(Mmax)=0,25. One can see that between the edge values of M there exists the best value,
depending on sample size, for which the expected probability of error is minimal.
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MEASURE REFUTATIONS AND METRICS ON STATEMENTS OF EXPERTS
(LOGICAL FORMULAS) IN THE MODELS FOR SOME THEORY1
Alexander Vikent’ev
Abstract. The paper discusses a logical expert statements represented as the formulas with probabilities of the
first order language consistent with some theory T. Theoretical-models methods for setting metrics on such
statements are offered. Properties of metrics are investigated. The research allows solve problems of the best
reconciliation of expert statements, constructions of decision functions in pattern recognition, creations the bases
of knowledge and development of expert systems.
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Introduction
As the increasing interest to the analysis of the expert information given as probabilities logic statements of
several experts is now shown, questions on knowledge of the experts submitted by formulas of the first order
language with probabilities are interesting also. With the help of suitable procedure the statement of experts it is
possible to write down as formulas of Sentence Logic or formulas of the first order language. Clearly, the various
statements of experts (and the formulas appropriate to them) carry in themselves different quantity of the
information. To estimate and analyses this information it is necessary to define the degree of affinity of
statements that allows to estimate a measure of refutation statements of experts (a measure of refutation above
at formula of the first order language with smaller number of elements satisfying it) and to specify their
probabilities (an average share probabilities realizations for formulas with variables). It allows solve problems of
the best reconciliation of expert statements, constructions of decision functions in pattern recognition, creation of
bases of knowledge and expert systems [1].
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